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The primary goal of this paper is to investigate areal-horizontal as well as the social-vertical (morpho-)syntactic variation of subjunctive II in urban and rural areas in Austria. The data come from two different corpora that consist of spoken data gathered in two different projects on German in Austria, collected using the method of Language Production Experiments. The high degree of comparability of our data between the two studies highlights the success and reliability of this elicitation method. Beyond this methodological insight, the study has found a global tendency towards a decline of synthetic subjunctive II constructions, whereas periphrastic constructions show an increase, both in more dialect and more standard oriented registers. Our findings further suggest that the city of Vienna exerts a minor influence on neighboring locations regarding the use of subjunctive II forms. At the same time, our data provide evidence for a more decisive influence of the dialect region.
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1. Introduction

This contribution discusses variation in German in Austria by using a morphosyntactic variable. More specifically, this article investigates the variation of subjunctive II constructions like ‘Ich ginge in die Schule.’ ‘Ich würde in die Schule gehen.’ ‘I dad/darad ind Schui geh.’ or ‘I gangad ind Schui.’ (‘I would go to school.’)
in Austria (see Section 3 and Table 3).\(^1\) Thus, a morphosyntactic ‘variable’ with a high number of different variants that are determined by morphological as well as syntactic aspects.\(^2\) The subjunctive II is prevalent in the German speaking areas, regardless of variety, genre and speaker (Zifonun et al. 1997:1785) and provides a great richness of variants, especially considering the entire vertical dialect-standard axis. Despite its morphosyntactic complexity and its high affinity towards socio-situational as well as areal variation, the subjunctive II in Austria has been largely neglected in previous research. There are only very few studies that investigate the subjunctive II in German in Austria (e.g. Glauninger 2008; Bercko 2018; Stöckle submitted). Our paper aims to close this research gap through analyses focusing on both urban and rural areas. Thereby we combine dialectological research paradigms with those of urban language research and bring together at least two approaches: traditional dialectology or areally (horizontal) oriented variationist linguistics on the one hand, and sociolinguistics with a focus on the vertical variation along the dialect-standard axis on the other hand.\(^3\) This will be discussed in more detail in Section 2. Moreover, while the focus on syntactic variation in the German language area (and other European contexts) – at least in terms of areal-horizontal variation within dialects – has received increased attention in the last 10 to 20 years (see e.g. Lenz 2016; Lenz et al. 2019), studies on the ‘vertical’ grammatical variation on the dialect-standard axis are still rare (see e.g. Kallenborn 2016; Breuer i. prep.). This lack of research especially holds for urban communities.

The article analyzes parts of two distinct oral corpora to carry out a language variation study: a corpus of urban data and a corpus of rural data. Whereas empirical research on syntactic variation traditionally uses (written) questionnaires and

---

1. We prefer the term subjunctive II (similar to German Konjunktiv II) over the term past subjunctive (German Konjunktiv Präteritum), which we consider misleading. Despite the use of the preterit stem in forming the subjunctive II, we assume that subjunctive mood is essentially atemporal in its function (see e.g. Glauninger 2011) Despite the atemporality, it is possible to refer to past/future actions in the subjunctive II paradigm by using the auxiliary verbs haben ‘have’ or sein ‘be’ + past participle. As such forms play a minor role in our corpus (in terms of frequency), we do not go into detail and did not analyze these forms in Section 6.

2. The terms ‘variables’ and ‘variants’ – even if commonly used in variationist linguistic studies – are controversially discussed, especially for syntactic purposes (e.g. see Labov 1978; Lavandera 1978; Cheshire 2005; Auer/Voeste 2012; Kallenborn 2016). We understand a ‘variable’ as an abstract (functional) category, which can be expressed by concrete ‘variants’ (see Lüdeling 2017:129–130). For empirical purposes, a variable can be defined as abstract as needed, depending on the (inter- and extra-linguistic) influence factors analyzed (see Breuer i. prep.).

(oral) interviews, our data derive from the innovative elicitation method of ‘language production experiments’ (‘LPEs’ in the following, see Lenz et al. 2019). LPEs are controlled and standardized settings, which makes them an adequate source for comprehensive (morpho-)syntactic analyses (see Breuer/Bülow 2019).

Besides proving the adequacy of the method and the comparison of two different data sets, the empirical findings will address particularly the following research questions:

1. In terms of a methodological result: Do the methods allow for the elicitation of variation on the horizontal as well as vertical axis? How suitable is the data for making comparisons between the two studies (with different survey set-ups and goals)? Are the methods successful in eliciting (relevant) subjunctive II variants?

2. How are different variants of subjunctive II areal-horizontally distributed in Austria? From a synchronic perspective, can we observe an influence of the urban area Vienna on the choice or frequency of specific variants used in rural areas? Or is the belonging to a dialect region a more decisive factor for rural locations than the proximity to Vienna?

3. How are different variants of subjunctive II interindividually distributed in the different speaker groups? Can we observe preferred variants depending on age or urbanity? Can we observe dynamical variation in terms of the apparent-time-hypothesis?

4. How are different variants of subjunctive II intersituationally distributed in the different survey settings? Can we identify variants, which are associated with more informal or more formal settings and therefore recognizable as more dialect near or more standard near? Can we discover (morpho-)syntactic variation on the dialect-standard-axis?

The paper is structured as follows: We start by providing a short overview of the current state of research regarding areal and vertical distribution of the various subjunctive II variants in German in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the different morphological and syntactic constructions, which German and its ‘Bavarian’ language area provide, as well as the functions of the subjunctive II. The following Section 4 presents the informants and research locations of the studies. We then focus on the methodological approaches that are the basis for the two corpora involved in Section 5. Section 6 then provides the empirical findings of the different dimensions of variation found in the corpora. The article closes by answering the previously formulated research questions.
2. State of research

Before addressing the subjunctive II in German varieties (in Austria), we consider the wider research context and offer a short outline of the current state of research on horizontal and vertical variation in grammar with a focus on urban language research.

Whereas the focus of traditional dialectology of German was almost exclusively on phonetics/phonology, the field of grammar has attracted more attention lately. This growing interest is reflected, among other things, in syntax oriented atlases and publications (see e.g. Bucheli/Glaser 2002; Barbiers et al. 2005; Fleischer et al. 2017).  

Beyond dialects, modern variationist linguistics not only focuses the horizontal dimension, but also integrates vertical and thereby sociolinguistic approaches. There is an increasing theoretical, as well as empirical, interest in the vertical dialect-standard-axis (see e.g. Lenz 2003, 2010; Schmidt/Herrgen 2011). Again, most studies of the vertical dimension of variation focus on phonological aspects (see e.g. Fanta-Jende i.p.) rather than on morphology or syntax. Besides the pioneering work of Kallenborn (2016) on (morpho-)syntactic variation in Moselle Franconian in West Central German, a number of recent studies contribute to reducing this gap in the research for rural areas in Austria by investigating different phenomena. Korecky-Kröll (accepted) analyzes adjective gradation, Fingerhuth/Lenz (i.p.) investigate variation and change of Complementizer Agreement and Lenz et al. 2019 deal with the phenomenon GET-passive.

While urban areas have always been a focus in sociolinguistics, in the German speaking areas more dialect and areal variation centered research has rarely been done on cities (Dingeldein 2002: 22–31). For a linguistic approach that combines the horizontal and vertical approaches, urban areas are particularly interesting due to their high potential for variation (Lenz 2003: 45–46). Throughout Europe urban language research has advanced to a field of high topicality in the last years (see e.g. Cheshire et al. 2011; Wiese i.p.; Ziegler et al. accepted).

Regarding urban areas in Austria, a considerable number of studies explore different aspects of the German varieties in Vienna – the capital of Austria.  

While there is a lack of comprehensive studies on the whole complex of varieties

---

4. For a more comprehensive list, see the homepage of EdiSyn (http://www.dialectsyntax.org/wiki/About_Edisyn), a platform aiming to connect the diverse projects on dialect syntax in Europe.

5. While we focus on Vienna, other urban areas in Austria are considered in different publications, mainly focusing language attitudes (Moosmüller 1991; Steinegger 1998) or particular phenomena or aspects of variation (e.g. youth language see e.g. Lenzhofer 2017).
in different registers and in relation to contact phenomena to other languages (Tatzreiter 2002: 128), many studies focus on single phenomena, especially on the level of phonetics/phonology (see e.g. Moosmüller 1987; Wiesinger 1995) or lexis (see e.g. Wehle 1980; Hornung/Grüner 2002; Glauninger 2010). There are a few studies on morphological or syntactic phenomena (e.g. Patocka 1997; Glauninger 2008, 2011). Studies concerning vertical variation of grammatical variables in Vienna can be found in Breuer (2016, 2017a and 2017b).

Concerning the variation of subjunctive II in German varieties, the (empirically founded) knowledge about the horizontal and especially the vertical variation is limited. Even though the form, and the global scope of application of the subjunctive mood, is discussed in most grammars (see e.g. Merkle 1975; Zehetner 1985; Zifonun et al. 1997; Eisenberg 2013; Duden 2016), there are only a few studies on the subjunctive II in the Bavarian-Austrian language space. Among those are Glauninger (2008, 2011), working on the Viennese subjunctive II, Lenzhofer (2017) investigating youth language in East Tyrol, Lenz (2017) analyzing Wenker Questionnaires in the entire German speaking area and Stöckle (submitted) dealing with data collected in the first half of the 20th century in the context of the ‘Wörterbuch der bairischen Mundarten in Österreich’ (WBÖ) (‘dictionary of Bavarian dialects in Austria’). The ‘Atlas der deutschen Alltagssprache’ (AdA) (‘Atlas of colloquial German’) maps subjunctive II constructions in colloquial German focusing on ‘intermediate’ varieties, which are also the focus of Bercko’s (2018) pilot study on urban and rural areas in South/Central Bavarian.

Among the periphrastic subjunctive II forms (with würde or tun) (see Section 3), it is the würde-construction that has received more attention in literature on German (see e.g. Fabricius-Hansen 2000, Smirnova 2006, Auer 2007; Brooks 2015). The tun-subjunctive is rather dealt with peripherally in articles on the tun-periphrasis (see e.g. Wiesinger 1989; Schwarz 2009).

In the following Section 3, we provide a short overview of the state of research on the German subjunctive II. This will underline why our focus closes a research gap by combining not only the horizontal and vertical approach to variation but also the comparison between rural and urban areas with a focus on syntactic variation. The subjunctive II, with its high number of variants, promises a particularly high variation potential to illustrate our methodical and theoretical approach to the research questions listed in Section 1. The coexistence of various varieties and its place within German as a pluricentric language renders Austria an “ideal sociolinguistic research laboratory” (Lenz 2018: 269) to pursue these questions.
3. Constructional and functional aspects of the German subjunctive II

We will now provide an overview of the subjunctive II in Standard German as well as the Bavarian dialects and therefore the considered variants of the analyzed variable. To illustrate the broad spectrum of variants, we will provide some selected examples from the urban and the rural corpus. As described in Section 4, while the rural corpus comprises the entire Austrian language area, our article focuses on spoken data of Austrian Bavarian varieties from ‘autochthonous’ speakers, which are surveyed in different areas all over Austria (see Figure 1). As the surveys were conducted in two different experimental settings, the examples show data from the dialect oriented experiment run (LPE-d) and the standard oriented experiment run (LPE-s) (see Section 5 for further detail).

In Standard German, there are two competing strategies for building the subjunctive II: synthetic morphological and analytic syntactical constructions. Regarding Standard German, as described in normative grammars, the subjunctive II is formed by adding the subjunctive II endings (see Table 1) to the preterit stem of the verb. In case of irregular verbs they receive an umlaut if the stem vocal is a, o or u.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjunctive II</th>
<th>Irregular verbs</th>
<th>Regular verbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-(e)te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>-est</td>
<td>-(e)test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-(e)te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>-en</td>
<td>-(e)ten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>-et</td>
<td>-(e)tet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>-en</td>
<td>-(e)ten</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The subjunctive II form of regular verbs coincides with the preterit indicative (see (1)). Subjunctive II and indicative forms can only be distinguished for some inflectional forms of irregular verbs (see (2), see Duden 2016).

(1) **Synthetic subjunctive II with regular verbs (identical to preterit)**

\[ \text{Ich wohnte am Mond.}^6 \]

I live on the moon.

‘I would live on the moon.’

---

6. Since we could not find a single example of a synthetic subjunctive II conforming to the standard norm with regular verbs in the provided data on Standard Language (see Section 5), this example is constructed.
(2) **Synthetic subjunctive II with irregular verbs**

Es gäbe bestimmmt viele interessante Aufgaben zu meischtern.

‘There were definitely many interesting challenges to master.’

(rural, LPE-s, TK0228_YM_H)

To avoid syncretic forms, the norm for Standard German allows the periphrastic construction with the finite auxiliary verb würde and the infinitive of the main verb ((see (3), see e.g. Glinz 1994:132, Duden 2016:165). Described as a disambiguating construction, the würde-periphrasis is generally accepted and frequently used in spoken Standard German (see e.g. Glinz 1994:132, Duden 2016:167). This replacement of synthetic forms also applies for unambiguous irregular verbs, apart from a number of highly frequent irregular verbs (e.g. haben ‘have’, sein ‘be’, kommen ‘come’, geben ‘give’ (Zifonun et al. 1997:1784)) and modal verbs (Duden 2016). Apart from these frequent forms, the synthetic subjunctive II constructions are largely restricted to written language, but tend to be replaced by the würde-periphrasis even in formal written contexts (Duden 2016).

(3) **Periphrastic subjunctive II with auxiliary würde**

Ich würde einen Planeten besuchen, [...].

‘I would visit a planet, […].’

(urban, LPE-s, VIE05_YM_H)

Non-standard varieties show a number of further variants. In Austrian Bavarian non-standard varieties there is, particularly for irregular verbs, the option to form a subjunctive II by undergoing ablaut (see (4); see Zehetner 1977:117, Wiesinger 1989:56). The subjunctive II repertoire of Austrian Bavarian non-standard varieties furthermore contains the ad-marker. Added to the verb stem, this ad-morpheme creates unambiguous subjunctive II forms. While the ad-subjunctive originally existed solely in combination with regular verbs, it has nowadays exceeded its scope to irregular verbs that can also be suffigated with -ad to mark subjunctive II (see Salveit 2008:1224). The ad-suffix can either be attached to the present (see (5)) or to the preterit stem (see (6)). Additionally, the ad-suffix can be combined with the subjunctive II built by undergoing ablaut (e.g. gangad, ‘would go’) (see Zehetner 1985). In Bavarian, all these three forms can possibly coexist for a single verb (e.g. gehad, gingad, gangad, ‘would go’).

---

7. Apart from the copora (urban, rural) and the run of the LPE (LPE-s and LPE-d) from which the examples derive, abbreviations are used to provide additional information on the speakers. In the first place is the ID of the research location (see also Table 2) followed by the identification number of the speakers used within the studies. The next information refers to age (Y = young, O = old) and gender as well as the formal education (L = low, H = high).
(4) Synthetic subjunctive II with ablaut

Do gang i in a Reisebüro.

Then go$_{SBIV}$ I in a travel agency.

‘Then I would go into a travel agency.’  (rural, LPE-d, TA0243_YM_L)

(5) Synthetic subjunctive II with -ad attached to the present stem

I regad mi sicher ned auf.

I complain-ad$_{SBIV}$ myself sure not.

‘I would definitely not complain.’  (rural, LPE-d, STo614_OM_L)

(6) Synthetic subjunctive II with -ad attached to the past stem

Da kamad I mit olle meine Schuifreind zam.

Then come-ad$_{SBIV}$ I with all my school friends together.

‘Then I would meet up with all of my school friends.’  (rural, LPE-d, NM0209_OF_L)

Although hardly any preterital forms are used in Austrian Bavarian varieties and the need for disambiguation is therefore not given, periphrastic forms as the ones mentioned above (see (3)) for Standard German are also possible in non-standard varieties. As Example (7) shows, in addition to the synthetic forms, the Bavarian subjunctive II can be represented periphrastically with the auxiliary würde, which is common in Standard German. Lexically there is another option as auxiliary verb in Bavarian (as in many other German) non-standard varieties (see e.g. Lenz 2017, AdA) and the periphrastic subjunctive II can also be built with tun (see (8), see e.g. Wiesinger 1989: 56, Eroms 1998).

(7) Periphrastic subjunctive II with auxiliary würde

[...] ich würde alles alleine machen.

[...] I would$_{SBIV}$ everything alone do/make$_{INF}$

‘[...] I would do everything by myself.’  (urban, LPE-d, VIE03_OF_L)

(8) Periphrastic subjunctive II with auxiliary tun

[...] und dann dat i den ganzen Tog spielen.

[...] and then do$_{SBIV}$ I the whole day play$_{INF}$

‘[...] and then I would play the whole day long.’  (rural, LPE-d, WBo052_YF_L)

Abraham and Fischer (1998) state that würde is not common in Alemannic and Bavarian dialects in Austria and is avoided as Standard German identifier. The South Bavarian data from Lenzhofer’s (2017) study support this hypothesis partially. The würde-subjunctive is documented among South Tyrolian teenagers, though very rarely (see Lenzhofer 2017: 295f.) In contrast, there is empirical evidence for the expansion of the würde-periphrasis, for example by Glauninger (2008), which is also observed in other regions of the German speaking area (see
Kallenborn 2016 for Moselle Franconian). As würde is spreading to such a wide extent, Glauninger assumes a gradual establishment of a universal subjunctive form in spoken as well as written contexts (see Glauninger 2008: 242). An aspect, which all these studies share, is that they all register an expansion of periphrastic forms (with either würde or tun) at the costs of synthetic ones.\(^8\)

The subjunctive II with the auxiliary täte (= subjunctive of tun ‘do’), more precisely the tun-periphrasis in general, is stigmatized and considered as non-standard (see e.g. Langer 2001). However, authors agree that the tun-subjunctive II is widely spread in non-standard varieties of Bavarian dialects in Austria (see Abraham/Fischer 1998; Brinckmann/Bubenhofer 2012; Bercko 2018). The AdA, relying on data on the ‘mittleren Bereich’ (‘middle zone’, Bellmann 1983) collected in written online questionnaires, concerns the phenomenon subjunctive II in three different maps. All three maps with data from different rounds of surveys (täte probieren (Frage 18c); tun-II (Frage 8c); brauchen (Konj.II) (Frage 4m)) support the thesis of Abraham and Fischer (1998) and show, as opposed to the remaining German speaking areas, that tun is the preferred auxiliary in subjunctive II-periphrasis in Austria (as well as South Tyrol and South Germany). Nevertheless, Glauninger (2008) comes to different results based on a corpus of spoken non-standard Viennese, in which the tun-subjunctive II plays a minor role.

There is some disagreement regarding the equivalence of the tun- and würde-periphrasis. The tun-subjunctive is often described as a non-standard counterpart of the würde-construction (see e.g. Merkle 1975: 69). Abraham and Fischer (1998) disagree and claim that they have different functions. Würde + infinitive substitutes old, ambiguous subjunctive II forms. In contrast, in Bavarian dialects, in which the synthetic subjunctive II is distinctively marked, there is no need to paraphrase them. According to Eroms (1998: 156), the tun-subjunctive is rather used for some other reason, for example to mark a lower register.

Regarding the lack of disambiguating properties, the periphrastic forms can be interpreted as a need for analytic constructions, especially considering the following further variant. Both strategies, the analytic periphrastic as well as the synthetic morphological, can be combined in Bavarian non-standard varieties by appending the ad-suffix to the corresponding auxiliary verb (mainly tun (see (9) but occasionally also würde (see (10))) (see Glauninger 2008). Thereby this ‘hybrid form’ doubly marks the subjunctive II function and shows the localization of the presented phenomenon in the interface between morphology and syntax.

---

8. The only evidence that points in the opposite direction known to us comes from Bittner/Köpcke (2010) who find a tendency towards strong synthetic subjunctive II forms in their study with artificial verbs.
Periphrastic subjunctive II with auxiliary *tun* combined with *-ad*

*I darad de gesomte Bürokratie ooschoffen.*

I do-*ad*sbjv the whole bureaucracy abolish,<sub>INF</sub>

‘I would abolish the whole bureaucracy.’

(rural, LPE-d, ST0622_YF_L)

---

Periphrastic subjunctive II with auxiliary *würde* combined with *-ad*

*Ja, da wuatable i scho d_Lehrering a weng segieren.*

Yes, then would-*ad*sbjv I certainly the teacher a little bit pester,<sub>INF</sub>

‘Yes, I would certainly pester the teacher a little bit.’

(rural, LPE-d, TK_0443_OF_L)

---

These ‘hybrid forms’, with a suffixed auxiliary, are, according to the ‘dictionary of Bavarian dialects in Austria’ (WBÖ), documented in Vienna and surrounding areas (see Glauninger 2008). Yet Glauninger (2008) did not find examples for those subjunctive II forms among the younger generation.

We now end the discussion of the forms the subjunctive II can take and briefly discuss two of its functions central to the empirical findings in Section 6: the function as *irrealis* (see (11)) or *potentialis* (see (12)), which are the two core functions of the subjunctive II. (for discussion of further functions, see e.g. Donhauser 1992; Glinz 1994; Glauninger 2011; Duden 2016).

**Constructed examples**

11 **Irrealis**

*An deiner Stelle käme ich nicht.*

At your place come,<sub>SBJV</sub> I not.

‘If I was in your place, I would not come.’

---

12 **Potentialis**

*Würde am Nachmittag die Sonne scheinen, ginge ich in den Park.*

Will,<sub>SBJV</sub> at the afternoon the sun shine,<sub>INF</sub> go,<sub>SBJV</sub> I in the park.

‘If the sun would shine in the afternoon, I would go to the park.’

The German subjunctive II occurs mainly in statements with restricted validity and often appears in wishes, demands and expectations (see Merkle 1975; Duden 2016:159ff.). The subjunctive II in its function as *irrealis* (see (11)) is used to express situations contrary to fact, whereas the *potentialis* signals that the situation does not correspond to the reality but can possibly come true (see (12)).
4. Study frameworks, informants’ sample and research locations

As stated above, to address our research questions, two studies on language variation in German in Austria were conducted. The urban study focuses the capital Vienna, the rural study investigates rural areas in Austria and have different overall setups. While the urban data is collected in a set-up focusing on (morpho-)syntactic variables and socio-communicative factors influencing the use of specific variants, the rural data is part of a set-up, which aims to survey, document and analyze speech repertoires and varietal spectra in rural regions in Austria. The main innovative aspect thereby is that it analyzes horizontal and vertical variation throughout Austria and focuses on different linguistic levels – a research desideratum, as implied in Section 2 (see also Koppensteiner/Lenz 2017; Lenz 2018; Budin et al. 2019). These different overall goals lead to slightly different survey settings for and differences in the specific tasks in the studies.

Both studies use a wide range of methods to survey the entire varietal spectrum of individuals: Conversational spoken data (guided interviews, conversations among friends) and standardized spoken data in controlled settings are collected. The controlled settings include, inter alia, language production experiments (LPEs) that are especially designed to elicit (morpho-)syntactic phenomena (see Section 5; for further tasks in the rural study see e.g. Lenz 2018). The experimental data were collected in two different runs (and in the urban study even in different sessions) with a different situational setup: a formal situation aiming at more standard-conform varieties and an informal situation for more non-standard/dialectal varieties (see Section 5).

As well as considering variation, the methods must also take note of the design of the informants’ sample. Regarding the horizontal dimension, in the rural set-up we collected data in 13 rural research locations (see Figure 1), representing different dialect subareas, spread all over Austria (for further selection criteria of the locations see Koppensteiner/Lenz 2017: 58, Fingerhuth/Lenz i.p.). For our rural study presented here, we have limited the analyses to 11 locations in the Bavarian dialect area and its transition area to the Alemannic area. These are Tarrenz in the Alemannic/Bavarian transition zone, Weißbriach, Oberwölz and Tux in the South Bavarian area, Hüttschlag, Passail and Neckenmarkt in the South/Central Bavarian transition area, Steyrling, Neumarkt/Ybbs and Gaweinstal in the East-Central Bavarian area and Taußkirchen/Pram representing West-Central Bavarian. The remaining two rural locations are excluded from the corpus here. Raggal is located in the Alemannic area of Austria, and therefore does not match our focus on Bavarian varieties of German, in Allentsteig (East-Central Bavarian) further surveys are required.
As mentioned before, for the urban data we focus on the complex variation structure in one city: Vienna, which belongs to the East Central Bavarian dialect area. As previously mentioned (see Section 2), big cities, as Vienna, are described as influential on the surrounding areas. Vienna, as the biggest city in Austria, capital of the country, has, inter alia, therefore a high socio-economic potential and cultural prestige (see Breuer/Glauninger 2012: 2), and recommends itself for comparison to rural areas in Austria.

The rural set-up aims for at least 10 informants for each location, until the analyses for the present article, a total of 138 informants from all these research locations participated. The survey of the urban study is conducted using 32 informants from Vienna. All informants in both studies live up to the criterion of ‘autochthony’, which is fulfilled by our definition if at least one of the informants’ parent is native to the investigated area and if the speaker themselves have spent the majority of their lives on-site.

For the integration of both, the vertical and dynamic dimension (apparent time approach, see Weinreich/Labov/Herzog 1968: 184, Chambers/Trudgill 1998: 149ff.), the selection of informants is motivated by socio-demographic parameters besides geographical affiliations. Following Lenz (2003) age, gender, regional mobility and the level of education are considered. One group of the rural information compilation is still ongoing. Therefore, data of further informants will be added to the corpus in the future. (Date of retrieval of the data: November 2018)
ments consists of classic NORMs and NORFs older than 60 years. The second group includes individuals aged 18–35, most of them commuters. These younger speakers are divided into two groups according to their level of formal education. We aim to have a balanced ratio between male and female informants in all groups of speakers. All urban age groups are divided according to their level of formal education, the young group includes informants aged 18–30, the older group consists of individuals older than 60 years. An additional intermediate age group (between 31 and 60 years) participated. As there is no rural comparison group to the middle-aged group, we limit ourselves to the two other groups. The previously mentioned restrictions on both places lead to the informants’ sample shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Speakers per research location for the present article

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research location</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Dialect area</th>
<th>Young speakers</th>
<th>Old speakers</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban corpus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>VIE</td>
<td>East-Central Bavarian</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural corpus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaweinstal</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>East-Central Bavarian</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hüttschlag</td>
<td>HU</td>
<td>South/Central Bavarian</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neckenmarkt</td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>South/Central Bavarian</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neumarkt/Ybbs</td>
<td>NM</td>
<td>East-Central Bavarian</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oberwölz</td>
<td>OW</td>
<td>South Bavarian</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passail</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>South/Central Bavarian</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steyring</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>East-Central Bavarian</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarrenz</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>Alemannic/Bavarian</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taufkirchen/Pram</td>
<td>TK</td>
<td>West-Central Bavarian</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tux</td>
<td>TU</td>
<td>South Bavarian</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weißbriach</td>
<td>WB</td>
<td>South Bavarian</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This sample leads to the desired comparability and enables analyses on horizontal, inter-individual and intersituational variation, through the survey method we describe in the following section.

5. Language Production Experiment for eliciting subjunctive II

Considering the methodological base for empirical data on syntactic variation, the aforementioned lack in traditional dialectological research on syntax (see Section 2) went hand in hand with a lack of well-approved and specialized methods for these purposes. This is because mainly methods designed for phonological
analyses (especially interview and questionnaire) were applied to survey syntax. Without going into detail (for a comprehensive discussion see Kortmann 2010; Hasty 2014; Kallenborn 2016; Breuer/Bülow 2019; Lenz et al. 2019), one of the main problems is to elicit the desired syntactic variants in a sufficient number in the inter- and extra-linguistic contexts that are to be investigated.

Confronted with the problem of relative scarcity of syntactic phenomena in corpora of spoken language, variationist research has developed different methods for the targeted elicitation of data on syntactic variants. One such method are translation tasks, which were used frequently already in early dialectology (see e.g. Rabanus 2008; Schallert 2013). Translation tasks run the risk of unduly guiding speakers’ responses (Cornips/Poletto 2005: 953, see however Fingerhuth/Breuer accepted for a study that calls such claims into question). Another method asks speakers for grammaticality judgements (see Cornips/Poletto 2005). While such judgement data have the advantage of providing insights into the realm of linguistic possibility, considerable disadvantages of such data concern the uncertainty about the interrelation between grammaticality judgements and language production (Labov 1975) and remains silent about speakers’ preferences in language production. More recently, Language Production Experiments, using different task types, have been used as a further method for the targeted elicitation of syntactic data (see Lenz 2008, 2016; Kallenborn 2016; Fleischer et al. 2017; Breuer/Bülow 2019; Lenz et al. 2019; Fingerhuth/Breuer accepted; Breuer i.prep.). As the name suggests, the LPE is a highly standardized method, which aims at language production data, meaning mostly spoken data in controlled intra- and extra-linguistic contexts. Elicitation relies on (multimodal) stimuli (e.g. questions, completion tasks) that, for ease of implementation and documentation, are presented using computers and experiment software like Open Sesame (https://osdoc.cogsci.nl/), as is described in further detail below. There are at least three key advantages of the use of LPEs: Firstly, the LPE – at least as computer supported LPE (see Breuer/Bülow 2019) – enables a high degree of control over the procedure and simultaneously minimizes the influence of the fieldworker (see Breuer/Bülow 2019). Secondly, the LPE offers the possibility of testing different factors that could influence speakers’ choice of variants (Breuer/Bülow 2019: 252). Thirdly, variants can be elicited in a sufficient number. Therefore, LPEs are a valuable addition to the variationist linguistic toolkit.

10. We rate the approach as experimental (in a broader sense), in that certain factors are controlled. (see e.g. Kristiansen 2010: 530, Fingerhuth/Breuer accepted) The investigated phenomenon is understood as dependent variable, the factors that may influence the occurrence / form as independent variables. As a full control over all variables is not possible, we consider, following Breuer/Bülow (2019), our experiments as quasi-experimental. For a more comprehensive debate on the term ‘experiment’ see Cornips/Poletto 2005; Kristiansen 2010; Fingerhuth/Breuer accepted.
As mentioned previously, the construction of both corpora (urban and rural) relies on LPEs, which is the foundation for the following empirical findings. The concrete LPEs are very similar computer-supported LPEs that rely on the aforementioned experiment software OpenSesame. The informants interact primarily with the survey laptop, while the fieldworker is only present to start the separate tasks and for clarification if questions arise. In order to elicit the desired varieties (also see Section 4), all informants participate in two experiment-runs: one run targeting the intended standard (LPE-s) and on in the intended dialect (LPE-d). Regarding the LPE-s of the rural study, the auditory task stimuli is spoken by a trained Austrian newscaster from the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation (ORF), whereas the stimuli used in the LPE-d are location-specific and spoken by a competent local dialect speaker each. The fieldworker further instructs speakers to use their ‘best Standard German’ (im besten Hochdeutsch sprechen), respectively their ‘individual dialect’ (in ihrem eigenen Dialekt sprechen). In the urban study, the LPE-s auditory stimuli present an autochthonous professional standard speaker from Vienna, the LPE-d stimuli a further autochthonous speaker of a Viennese dialect. Here, the choice of variety was directed through different situational setups and the direction to speak as if speaking with a stranger in the LPE-s, respectively as speaking with a friend in the LPE-d.

Each LPE run consists of many different multimodal tasks aiming at evoking various (morpho-)syntactic phenomena. The LPE runs conducted in rural locations consist of 109 single tasks each (see Lenz et al. 2019), the experimental runs in Vienna of a total of 70 tasks each (see Breuer 2017a). The task sets targeting subjunctive II constructions ask participants to imagine hypothetical situations. In the urban study, they consist of two different stimuli in the LPE-s covering the topics ‘owning a space shuttle and ‘being able to perform magic’. To avoid repetition effects, in the LPE-d in the urban study different prompts (‘owing an island’ and ‘being able to fly’) were used. In contrast, the rural study relies on four identical scenarios in LPE-s and LPE-d and uses ‘lottery win’, ‘being chancellor’, ‘being a child’, ‘going to school’ in each LPE-run. All stimuli used for elicitation are only auditive. Whereas the rural study orally induces a single one-sentence input (example of a full prompt: Stellen Sie sich vor, Sie gewinnen morgen zehn Millionen Euro im Lotto. ‘Imagine winning ten million euros in the lottery tomorrow.’), the full prompt in the urban study consists of a request to imagine the scenario and

11. Concerning the use of identical versus different scenarios, the urban and the rural study pursued different strategies. In contrast to the urban study (where the avoidance of repetition effects was striven), the rural large-scale study decided not to vary the scenarios in LPE-s and LPE-d in order to keep the variance low and to elicit similar (or even the same) verbs in both runs.
an additional question during the elicitation process (example of a full prompt: *Stellen Sie sich vor, Sie besitzen ein Raumschiff. Was tun Sie?* ‘Imagine owning a space shuttle. What do you do?’). As this supplementary question contains *tun* (not as auxiliary but main verb), participants’ answers may be influenced (see Section 6.1.). The aim of all these tasks is to evoke subjunctive II constructions with a counterfactual semantics in the function of a *potentialis* or *irrealis* (see Section 3). As the subjunctive tasks are open tasks and multiple responses are permissible, the amount of answers given by the participants per task (resp. per scenario per run) varies strongly.

All rural participants’ responses of both runs resulted in an average amount of 280.8 relevant answers containing a subjunctive II construction (e.g. *Ich würde nicht mehr in die Schule gehen.* ‘I would not go to school anymore.’) per task (with a minimum of 248 responses elicited in the scenario ‘going to school’ in the LPE-s and a maximum of 332 answers obtained in the task ‘lottery win’ also in the LPE-s). The average amount of responses from all Viennese participants and both runs is 14.8 (with a minimum of 12 in the task ‘perform magic’ and a maximum of 19 relevant answers in the scenario ‘island’). Responses in the indicative mood (e.g. *Ich zaubere\textsubscript{[IND]} ein besseres politisches System.* ‘I magically create a better political system.’; see Section 6.1. for the percentage of indicative forms in our data) and interjections that are not related to the task in any way (e.g. *Okay, mir fällt nix anderes ein.* ‘Okay, I cannot think of anything else.’) are excluded from the analyses. The data consist of both immediate responses to the stimulus itself, as well as answers elicited by the fieldworkers through e.g. further questions (e.g. *Was machen Sie, wenn Sie gewinnen?* ‘What will you do if you win?’) contribute to the analyses. For the following empirical findings, one has to bear in mind that not only the number of answers per speaker per task but also the number of participants per location is fluctuating (as illustrated in Table 2).

6. **Empirical findings**

This section provides empirical results. The first part of the section deals with methodological aspects and aims to evaluate the applied elicitation method to analyze the morphosyntactic phenomenon subjunctive II. Therefore, we consider the variants stated in Table 3, which also give examples from the corpus (for more details see Section 3). We then examine the horizontal dimension of variation and address the dynamic and vertical dimension of variation by analyzing the interindividual use of subjunctive II forms. Lastly, we focus on the vertical dimension and observe intersituational differences.
Table 3. Overview of the subjunctive II variants in the corpora

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>Wenn ich zaubern könnte, [...]</td>
<td>If I perform magic could [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(VIE_03_OF_L)</td>
<td>('If I could perform magic, [...]'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>Des g freiad mi, jo. (ST_0614_OM_L)</td>
<td>That please-ad me, yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ad</td>
<td></td>
<td>('I would be pleased, yes')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periphrastic</td>
<td>Dann würde i ma zehn Ponys kaufen. (NE_0024_YF_H)</td>
<td>Then would I myself ten ponies buy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>würde</td>
<td></td>
<td>('I would buy 10 ponies for myself.')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periphrastic</td>
<td>Ja, da wuatai scho d Lehrering a weng</td>
<td>Yes, then would-ad certainly the teacher a little bit pester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>würde +ad</td>
<td>segieren. (TK_0443_OF_L)</td>
<td>('Yes, I would certainly pester the teacher a little bit.')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periphrastic</td>
<td>I dat viel spielen. (WB_0024_YM_L)</td>
<td>I do a lot play.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tun</td>
<td></td>
<td>('I would play a lot.')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periphrastic</td>
<td>I darad mi ois frogen trauen. (ST_0632_YF_H)</td>
<td>I do-ad myself everything ask dare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tun +ad</td>
<td></td>
<td>('I would dare to ask everything.')</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Evaluation of the experiment design

Table 4 shows the number of responses elicited by the LPE in all research locations, divided depending on whether participants use subjunctive II or the indicative mood. In the corpus, there are 2,519 answers across both experiment runs for all tasks and all research locations combined. Among these answers, the vast majority (91.3%) contains a subjunctive II construction, whereas only about 8.7% are in the indicative mood and as such irrelevant for the following analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Absolute numbers</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjunctive II</td>
<td>2301</td>
<td>91.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicative</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It's not only the high number of subjunctive II forms that are bespeaking the sufficiency of the LPEs to investigate this morphosyntactic phenomenon, but also the comparability of the elicited data, as we will show through the comparison of data from the two studies. For an evaluation of the experiment design and a verification of an interstudy comparability of the LPE data, the individual tasks used in each study (urban, rural) are compared in Figure 2 and Figure 3. As pointed out in Section 5, the procedure as well as the tasks themselves are very similar. Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate the responses to the LPE-s and LPE-d and indicate major
parallels between the single scenarios, both within the individual studies as well as across the studies.

![Graph showing frequencies of subjunctive II variants in the different tasks in LPE-s in the urban and rural study.](image)

**Figure 2.** Frequencies of subjunctive II variants in the different tasks in LPE-s in the urban and the rural study (absolute numbers)

![Graph showing frequencies of subjunctive II variants in the different tasks in the LPE-d in the urban and rural study.](image)

**Figure 3.** Frequencies of subjunctive II variants in the different tasks in the LPE-d in the urban and the rural study (absolute numbers)
The absence of synthetic subjunctive II forms containing *tun* as a main verb, and the comparatively rare usage of periphrastic forms with *tun*, lead to the conclusion that the question in the stimuli from the urban study does not seem to have a considerable effect in terms of tending towards a rising of variants with *tun* (as one may claim because of the question *Was tun Sie?* ‘What do you do?’). All tasks in the LPE-s (Figure 2) elicit similar answers – the preferred subjunctive II variant is consistently the *würde*-periphrasis, followed by synthetic subjunctive II forms conforming to the standard norm. In the LPE-d (Figure 3), we find more variation. Nevertheless, the picture is still similar; in most scenario descriptions the *würde*-subjunctive is dominant (exceptions are the lottery and the school tasks) followed by periphrasis with *tun* and synthetic forms corresponding to the standard norm. Subjunctive II forms with the *ad*-marker play a subordinate role in all tasks, though particularly in the tasks ‘fly’ and ‘island’, which came into use in the urban Vienna. These parallels indicate the validity and replicability of the LPEs conducted. The minor visible differences in Figure 2 and Figure 3 can be traced back to the different verbs chosen in the single tasks. As indicated in Figure 4, the conjugation (irregular versus regular) seems to influence the choice of variant. In our data, irregular verbs appear slightly more frequent in synthetic subjunctive constructions than regular verbs, independently of the variety. These results can be explained by the unambiguous subjunctive II form of (most) irregular verbs and do correspond to the literature (see e.g. Wiesinger 1989: 56).

![Figure 4. Frequencies of synthetic and periphrastic subjunctive II constructions with irregular and regular verbs in LPE-s and LPE-d in all research locations (absolute numbers)](image-url)
The high percentage of elicitations on point, and the general consistency with previous findings, indicate the adequacy of the LPEs for the investigation of the subjunctive II.

6.2 Areal-horizontal variation

In the following segment of analysis, we focus on the areal distribution of the different subjunctive II variants across the urban and rural research locations. The analyses ask for areal patterns of variation and a potential influence of the urban center Vienna on the surrounding regions, as it is suggested by e.g. Wiesinger (1992). Figure 5 and Figure 6 visualize the results of the two runs of the LPE and show the frequencies of the variants of subjunctive II in the research locations that are ordered by their distance to Vienna (in kilometers (rounded)).

A first striking finding is the high number of competing subjunctive II variants in all research locations in the LPE-s (Figure 5) and especially in the LPE-d (Figure 6). Focusing on the LPE-s in Figure 5, mainly parallels between the single locations become visible in that there is one primary strategy of building a subjunctive II. In the urban as well as the rural regions, the periphrasis with würde is, as expected (see Section 3), the dominant variant, followed by synthetic construc-
Frequencies of subjunctive II variants in the different research locations in LPE-d, ordered by the distance in km (rounded) to Vienna (absolute numbers). We did not only test Vienna’s impact based on the distance in kilometers to the rural research locations, but also sorted the locations by the journey time to Vienna by means of public transport with very similar results and no visible effects of the capital. Following e.g. Trudgill (1983) and Wiesinger (1992), we assume an influence of cities on neighboring regions. We are aware that by reducing this influence on merely geographical distance, we cast aside much of
exerts an influence on neighboring areas, we observe neither a decline nor an increase of any structure with Vienna as starting point.

Whereas the interregional differences between the single research locations seem to be unsystematic and random in Figure 6, patterns become visible when changing perspective. In Figure 7 and Figure 8, the individual rural research locations are combined by their dialectal region, Vienna is displayed separately. Again, the LPE-s present a similar picture in Figure 7. The most pronounced differences occur between the Alemannic/Bavarian and the South Bavarian region. Whereas the Alemannic/Bavarian region is characterized by a comparatively high percentage of synthetic constructions, South Bavarian is the region with the lowest number of synthetic subjunctives and therefore the region with the most subjunctive II-periphrasis.

The data from the LPE-d shown in Figure 8 illustrate that some of the observed variation in the individual locations corresponds to greater regional patterns. Our data indicate that the -ad marking on the auxiliary (mainly the auxiliary tun and in exceptional cases würde) appears almost exclusively in the Central Bavarian area but not in the entire Bavarian dialect area, even though the complexity and multifactoriality that may explain such an influence. Testing the distance and travel time to Vienna are just attempts at operationalization.
ad-marker is common there. Additionally, Central Bavarian is the dialect region with the highest frequency of synthetic subjunctives with -ad. Concerning the ad-subjunctive, we see a decline towards the Alemannic/Bavarian region, where the construction is not common. In the Alemannic/Bavarian transition area, the ad-marker is still present albeit at a lower frequency compared to the Bavarian regions. The distribution of the two periphrastic subjunctive II forms on the dialect regions is noteworthy as well. Apart from South Central Bavarian, where the würde-subjunctive surpasses the tun-subjunctive, the subjunctive II with the tun-auxiliary is the dominant periphrastic variant.

To validate our observations, we performed statistical analyses and applied generalized linear mixed-effects models to our data, asking for the occurrence of different subjunctive II variants in dependence of the different stimuli, age group and region. The statistical analysis revealed significantly more periphrastic subjunctive II forms in the South Bavarian area ($\beta = 1.1841$, $SE = 0.5044$, $z = 2.347$,

---

13. As the frequency of the variant combining a stem with an ablaut and the ad-marker is very low, we do not designate them a separate category. All subjunctives containing the ad-marker, regardless of their stem, are subsumed under the category ‘synthetic + -ad’. We proceeded accordingly for the dialect variant with ablaut. As it occurs only rarely, we did not designate it a separate category but included it in the category of synthetic subjunctive II forms.

14. Statistical analyses are just provided where rated as increased knowledge.
and a trend towards periphrastic subjunctive II constructions in Central Bavarian which is not significant ($\beta = 0.9137$, $SE = 0.4916$, $z = 1.859$, $p = 0.0631$). No significant urban/rural difference could be found. Furthermore, the model shows slightly significantly more würde-subjunctives than other constructions in Central Bavarian ($\beta = 1.3086$, $SE = 0.6084$, $z = 2.151$, $p = 0.0315$) and the South/Central Bavarian transition zone ($\beta = 1.3671$, $SE = 0.6211$, $z = 2.201$, $p = 0.0277$) and a medium effect in South Bavarian ($\beta = 1.9181$, $SE = 0.6147$, $z = 3.121$, $p = 0.0018$).

Concerning the ad-variant, we could find a non-significant trend towards more ad-subjunctive II forms in Central Bavarian ($\beta = 1.1886$, $z = 0.6746$, $SE = 1.7620$, $p = 0.0780$) and the South/Central Bavarian transition zone ($\beta = 1.3671$, $SE = 0.6211$, $z = 2.201$, $p = 0.0277$) and a medium effect in South Bavarian ($\beta = 1.9181$, $SE = 0.6147$, $z = 3.121$, $p = 0.0018$).

As our sociodemographically heterogenous data, collected by the means of LPEs, allows us to explore the area-horizontal variation as well as vertical variation and even dynamics, we will now take a look at the interindividual and intersituative distribution of subjunctive II variants.

### 6.3 Intergenerational variation

Figure 9 and Figure 10 are contrasting the two groups of informants and reveal striking differences between the older and the younger generation in the urban and the rural data. The Figures (9 & 10) indicate that, in urban as well as in rural areas, younger speakers tend to use more periphrastic than synthetic subjunctive II forms. Based on an apparent time approach, these findings can be interpreted as trending towards the decline of synthetic forms in favor of periphrastic ones. Applying Fisher’s Exact Test supports the observation that younger speakers use more subjunctive periphrasis (with würde and tun) compared to synthetic forms than older speakers in our data from rural locations in both runs of the LPE (LPE-s: $p < 2.2e-16$, LPE-d: $p < 2.2e-16$). Additionally, the würde-periphrasis occurs significantly more frequently (in comparison to other synthetic forms and the subjunctive with tun) among the younger generation than the older generation, again in both runs of the LPE (LPE-s: $p < 2.2e-16$, LPE-d: $p < 2.2e-16$).

Urban speakers also show a preference for periphrasis, which fits into the description of cities as highly dynamic language areas that have a tendency towards new and productive forms (see Section 3 and Dingeldein 2002: 22). However, again applying the Fisher’s Exact Test, comparing younger speakers from urban and rural locations, there is no indication that the tendency towards periphrastic forms is stronger in the urban speakers, urbanity vs. rurality in contrast to speaker generation. It therefore does not appear as a factor that influences the use of periphrastic subjunctive II forms.

Nevertheless, the synthetic forms are still relatively persistent at least for old rural speakers, which are the group with the highest frequencies of synthetic con-
structions in LPE-s and LPE-d. In this regard, old Viennese speakers appear to use variants more dynamically depending on the situation.

**Figure 9.** Frequencies of synthetic and periphrastic subjunctive II forms in LPE-s urban versus rural (absolute numbers)

**Figure 10.** Frequencies of synthetic and periphrastic subjunctive II forms in LPE-d urban versus rural (absolute numbers)
6.4 Intersituative variation

The discussion in the previous section indicated intersituational variation. These differences, as well as parallels, become apparent when contrasting the LPE-s and the LPE-d run (Figure 11) separately for the urban research location Vienna and the rural ones. Figure 11 reveals striking intersituative differences. In the LPE-s, almost exclusively variants conforming to the standard norm (würde-subjunctive and synthetic constructions corresponding to the – at least morphosyntactical (but not necessarily phonetical) standard norm) occur. Other variants (see also Table 3) do not seem to be associated with registers closer to the standard. These findings are valid for the urban, and rural areas that are uniform regarding the participant’s best / formal standard (see Section 5). A major difference between the two runs is in the choice of auxiliary. In the LPE-s, the subjunctive II formed with würde is the dominant periphrasis (and even variant) in rural as well as in urban areas, in the LPE-d, a contrast between urban and rural research locations becomes apparent. With a percentage of 34.4% (tun-subjunctive II) and 32.1% (würde-subjunctive II) of all answers given by the rural participants, the two periphrasis display the preferred variants. In contrast, the urban informants mainly answer with a periphrasis containing würde (46.8%) and even synthetic subjunctive II constructions corresponding to the norm standard form are more frequent among Viennese than constructions with tun, which are used third most (12.5%). The diagram indicates that, among the periphrastic forms, the construction with würde is spreading and is used in lower registers, as it is even used in LPE-d to a considerable extent (see Figure 11). Therefore, würde does not only spread geographically and is increasingly used among the younger generation, but spreads wider in all varieties, making it a potential default variant for at least periphrastic subjunctive forms. Nevertheless, we still find highly significant less würde-subjunctives in LPE-d compared to the LPE-s ($\beta = -10.621, SE = 1.044$, $z = -10.171, p < 2e-16$).

These insights into the interindividual variation suggest that the urban area varies more, considering the comparison between periphrastic and synthetic forms. The intersituational view reveals that the rural area has a more balanced ratio between different lexical and morphological variants for building subjunctive II. This implies a stronger parallel existence of different variants, what can be described as a highly dynamic as well. This shows an exciting, complex variation pattern concerning subjunctive II forms in Austria for the whole dialect-standard-spectrum.

Furthermore, the high number of standard-conform variants in the LPE-s, and the major restriction of variants described for varieties closer to the dialect in
LPE-d, indicate the success of the method to elicit data of the intended varieties each (see Section 4 & 5).

7. Conclusion

The primary goal of this paper was to cover a niche by firstly investigating areal-horizontal but also social-vertical morphosyntactic variation of subjunctive II in urban and rural areas in Austria in contrast. Our spoken data from 12 research locations in Austria show that the subjunctive II is a highly variable phenomenon. This is interesting from a morphological and syntactical point of view, due to the synthetic and periphrastic strategies that are available for the formation of the subjunctive II. The corpus consists of data collected using the innovative method of Language Production Experiments.

Going back to the initial research questions (Section 1), our findings show that our LPEs successfully elicited subjunctive II constructions, and that conducting them in different runs which target speakers’ dialect and Standard German in different research locations allows for fruitful analyses of variation on the horizontal and vertical axis. The high degree of comparability of our data between the two studies, and the richness of elicited subjunctive II-variants, speak
for the success and reliability of the elicitation method (see research question 1). Nonetheless, the comparability would have been higher if both studies had used the same set of stimuli in all experimental runs – this limitation is owed to the basic research character of the two separate studies (see Section 5 & footnote 12).

However, beyond these methodological findings, the study provides new insights into the areal-horizontal distribution (research question 2) of the subjunctive II variants across the Austrian language space, where we find super-regional subjunctive II variants (the würde-subjunctive, the standard-conform synthetic subjunctive II constructions) as well as variants that appear to only be used regionally (e.g. the ad-marker on the auxiliary as well as the main verb). From a synchronic point of view, our data do not support the hypothesis of an influence of the city of Vienna on neighboring locations, with respect to the analyzed phenomenon subjunctive II. At the same time, our data provide evidence for areal patterns with a more decisive influence of the dialect region. This influence of the dialect region becomes visible when focusing on the hybrid forms, combining a subjunctive auxiliary with the ad-marker, which occurs in all research locations in Central Bavarian whilst all other regions (with the exception of a single occurrence in South/Central Bavarian) lack this variant. These findings lead to us to expect to find similar patterns of the distribution of variants in other corpora for the same semantical (and syntactical) context, or respectively for other locations in the observed areas. Since the influence of the (urban) Vienna could not be attested for this variable, we predict that this influence will not be a vital parameter for rural regional varieties.

Concerning the third research question, asking for the interindividual distribution of subjunctive II variants among different groups of speakers, we found – regardless of the research location – a global tendency towards the decline of all synthetic subjunctive II constructions in the younger speaker generation. Periphrastic constructions, however, show an increase (in different lexical forms) in both runs of the LPE. In terms of the Apparent-Time-Hypothesis, the comparison of the data of the older generation with the younger generation reveals ongoing processes of change and shows that among the periphrastic subjunctive II forms especially the würde-periphrasis is spreading.

These findings correspond to the results of the intersituative analyses (see research question 4) that contrast the two runs of the LPE. We found the würde-subjunctive extending its domain – varieties closer to the standard – and moving into registers closer to the dialect. Besides this further intersituative differences become apparent, these difference are expressed by run-specific variants (e.g. ad-subjunctive II) on the one hand, by varying frequencies of variants that occur in both runs of the LPE (e.g. würde-subjunctive II, synthetic forms corresponding to the standard norm), on the other hand.
Aside from the variation dimensions focused in the article, the LPEs are designed in a way that allows us to gain insights into the intra-individual variation (see e.g. Breuer/Bülow 2019; Lenz et al. 2019). These detailed analyses of patterns of intra-speaker variation would extend the scope of the paper, which focuses on a more comprehensive overview of subjunctive II variants in Austria and addresses especially urban-rural-differences, as well as on the methodological approach. Nevertheless, intraspeaker variation of subjunctive II is particularly promising, as the empirical findings in Section 5 (especially on the intersituative variation) indicate that the subjunctive II is a variable with diverse variants coexisting in the repertoire of one and the same individual, and should therefore be considered in future research.

Our article could demonstrate the potential of LPEs to investigate grammatical phenomena on the horizontal and vertical axis. As the setup of the LPE and the interaction with a computer may be considered ‘unnatural’, the data presented here leaves the question regarding which variants speakers use in more everyday conversational settings. Moreover, owed to practical reasons (the amount of single tasks in one LPE run, also see Section 5) the data are limited to the semantical field of irrealis/potentialis of the subjunctive II variable, while other semantical usages could lead to other distribution of variants. Both limitations (artificial survey setting, restrictions concerning the semantical field of subjunctive II) do not apply to the extended urban and rural corpora, which also includes free conversational data and therefore a lesser controlled setting. This extended corpus, as well as the repeatability of the experimental settings, leads us to consider further research.
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